


Finally, your customers can get a professional shine that 
looks better than a hand-rubbed finish with surbuf’s 
applicator and buffing pads designed specifically for use 
on orbital sanders and polishers.

The secret is in Surbuf’s patented MicroFingers technology that uses 
thousands of soft independent, non-tufted vertical fibers to distribute a 
thin and uniform layer of finishing  agents deep into every surface pore.  
Then, MicroFingers go to work by oscillating and rotating  thousands of 
times per minute to obtain maximum coverage. Unlike cotton, wool, or 
regular foam pads, MicroFingers technology minimizes surface load-up and 
allows every micron of the surface to be buffed and shined for swirl-free, 
high-gloss finishing that looks better than a hand-rubbed finish. And, you 
get superior protection for your clear coat finish!





MicroFingers technology helps take the work out of 
staining, waxing, and polishing hard surfaces.

Surbuf applicator and polishing pads are so easy to use that with a little 
practice anyone can get professional results the first time and every time 
without working up a sweat! Thousands of MicroFingers do the work 
quickly and safely to produce a shine that looks better than a hand- 
rubbed finish.

Surbuf's pads are designed specifically for use on orbital sanders and 
polishers and are currently available in all popular sizes. If you have a 
special size requirement other than those listed please let us know.

Wood

Auto

Marine



The independent, non-tufted vertical fibers work like the fingers on your hand. They flex or stiffen when necessary to reach 
the peaks and valleys found in wood, painted, or other hard surfaces. This constant flexing and stiffening action produces 
uniform results over the entire surface, adding depth and brilliance of shine not found in other products. MicroFingers' 

independent fibers also trap and hold finishing agents close to the surface while spinning and oscillating at high rates of speed 
to produce a finish that is more uniform and consistent than a hand-rubbed finish.

• Surbuf pads eliminate swirl marks
• MicroFingers resists bending and matting to allow

cooler, non-burning surface temperatures
• Slim profile easily conforms to different surface

contours for maximum coverage and efficiency
• Surbuf pads allow for a wide range of operating

speeds up to 12,000 opm on any hard surface without
snagging while reducing the risk of damage to pin
striping, decals, and wood tear-out. It also minimizes
friction, skipping, and chattering

• Hook-and-loop fastening system makes changing
pads quick and easy

The MicroFingers difference

• Edge-to-edge loop fastening accepts various sizes of
backing plates providing full hook-to-loop engagement for
maximum holding strength and added peripheral edge
stability

• Low-pad absorption helps make cleaning and polishing
products last longer

• Surbuf pads can be cleaned easily by hand using a comb
or soft brush held lightly against the fibers while the
machine is running or by machine or hand washing.
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